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A tinite element model is developed for multiphase flow through soll involving three

immiscible fluids: namely air, water, and an organic fluid. A variatlonal method is employed

for the finlte element formulation corresponding to the coupled differential equations govern-

ing the flow of the three fluid phase porous medium system with constant air phase pressure.

Constltutlve relatlonships for fluid conductivities and saturatlons as functions of fluid pres-

sures which may be calibrated from two-phase laboratory measurements, are employed in the

ünite element program. The solution procedure uses iteration by a modified Picard method

to handle the nonlinear properties and the backward method for a stable time integration.

Laboratory experiments involving soil columns initially saturated with water and displaced by

p-cymene (benzene-derivative hydrocarbon) under constant pressure were simulated by the

finite element model to validate the numerical model and formulation for constitutive proper-

ties. Transient water outflow predicted using independently measured capillary head-

saturation data agreed well with observed outflow data. Two-dimensional slmulations are

presented for eleven hypothetical field cases involving introduction of an organic fluid near the

soil surface due to leakage from an underground storage tank. The subsequent transport of

the organic fluid in the variably saturated vadose and ground water zones is analysed.
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C H A P T E R 1

l Introduction

Rapid increases in industrial and agricultural productivity, have resulted in ground water .

resources becoming increasingly important during the last decade. Consequently, the po-

tential danger of ground water contamination is proportionally greater.

Ground water contamination may be due to several causes such as an industrial acci-

dent, careless treatment of hazardous waste material, poor maintenance of underground liq-

uid contalners, and inadequate design of ground water pumping and recharging systems

among other things. The physical phenomena involved in these- contamination causes can

be classlfled into two categories. One is miscible contamination in which the hazardous ma-

terial dissolves into the water phase. The propagation of the contaminant involves convection

and dlffusion. The other one is immiscible contamination in which the contaminant flows si-

multaneously with the water phase as an independent fluid phase. The latter is commonly

called immiscible flow. This three-phase immiscible flow usually consists of an air phase, a

water phase, and another immiscible fluid phase. The interfacial tension between the different
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fluid phases result in a fluid-fluid interface within a porous material. The term porous material

refers mainly to solls in this study.

The objective of this study is to develop a numerical model to analyse three-phase

immiscible flow behavior in porous media. lt is important and of great interest to understand

how immiscible fluid flows underground along with water. For example, in the case of a

leaking underground oil tank, an accurate prediction of the propagation of the oil phase in the

soil provides necessary information for a remedy.

A thorough study of the literature related to the subject of immiscible flow behavior is

presented in Chapter 2. lt includes general descriptions of immiscible flow phenomena, the

major factors controlling flow behavior, the empirical research based on Iaboratory work, the

mathematlcal derivation of the flow equatlons, and the numerical analyses for this specific

topic.

Chapter 3 lntroduces the whole system of three-phase immiscible flow. The system in-

cludes the porous medium, the air phase, the oil phase, and the water phase. The assump-

tions made for the porous medium and the fiuids are presented and discussed. The
'

three-phase flow equatlons are then derived based on these assumptions.

An empirical study of immiscible flow behavior is outlined in Chapter 4. The procedures

for the laboratory tests and for estimation of the model parameters are described in that

chapter.
‘

Chapter 5 gives a numerical analysis using the finite element method. The formulation

is based on the variational method and uses iteration techniques for nonlinearity and a time

integration scheme.

In Chapter 6 a complete validatlon is made for the finite element model by comparing the

model prediction with laboratory test data. The tests used for comparison are one-

dimensional static tests and a transient test. A problem of seepage through an earth dam is

analysed using the numerical model and this result is compared with a well known graphic

solution.
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Some applications of the developed numerical model are presented in Chapter 7. A hy-

pothetical underground leaking oil tank is analysed under different water table levels, different

boundary conditions, and different soil properties. A cutoff wall is constructed near the leak-

ing oil tank and the effect of this cutoff wall on the spreading of the oil plume is analysed.

. Conclusions that can be derived from this study along with some recommendations for

further research are presented in Chapter 8.

I Introduction 3



C H A P T E R 2
t

Multiphase immiscible Flow r

The study of immiscible flow behavior for hydrocarbon and water in oil reservoirs has

attracted researchers in petroleum engineering for more than twenty years. ln the 1970’s,

groundwater contamination from leaking underground storage tanks received increased at-

tention fromn researchers in environmental science and soll physics. ln recent years,

geotechnical engineers have become involved in cleaning up contamlnated sites. Hence, the

civil engineering attention also is directed towards understanding the mechanics of

immiscible flow of tluids through solls.

l Research related to immiscible flow falls into two major categories. One of these is the

analytica! study of flow behavior supported by experimental results, and the other is numerical

simulation. The analytica! studies laid the foundation for the basic governing equations de-

veloped from the laws of physics, and experimental studies permitted valuation of various

material parameters necessary for use of the basic equations. Numerical simulation yielded

valuable models for solutions of practical problems.

ll Multiphase immiscible Flow 4



Saturated Flow

The systematic study of the fundamentals of flow through porous media started early in

the 1850's. H. Darcy and J. Dupuit were pioneers in the studying of groundwater flow. One

of the most important contributions to the study of the groundwater flow is the weIl·known

Darcy’s law proposed in 1856.

Many researchers used different models to derive Darcy’s law analytically. The capillary

tube model (Scheidegger 1960) started from the Hagen·Poisseuille’s law governing steady

flow through a single straight circular tube and extended to the case of nonuniform capillary

tubes with tortuosity considered. The fissure model (lrmay 1955, Snow 1965, Parsons 1966)

started with the average velocity solved from the Navier-Stoke’s equation for the specific

condition of a single fissure of constant width bounded by two parallel impervious planes. The

hydraulic radius model (Blake 1922, Carman 1937, Wyllle and Spangler 1952, Carman 1956)

applies the Hagen·Poisseuille’s law using an equivalent hydraulic radius and a porosity

factor. The flow resistance model (lberall 1950, Rumer and Drinker 1966) considers the drag

force as the fluid flows past partlcles of porous media. The statistlcal model (Scheidegger

1954) considers a disordered porous medium which ls highly simplified in most of theoretical
n

or mathematical analyses. Ferrandon (Bear 1972) uses fundamental aspects of anisotropic

permeability in a porous medium for the development of his model, and most solls are

anisotropic with respect to permeability (Casagrande 1940).

lntrlnslc Permeablllty

. From the analytlc derivations of Darcy’s law mentioned above, Nutting (1930) obtained

an expression for the hydraulic conductivity K. He showed that K = where k is the in-

trinsic permeability of the porous medium, 1 ls the unit weight of the fluid, and 11 is the dynamic

viscosity of the fluid. Thus the intrinsic permeability depends upon the porous medium only.

II Multlphase lmmlsclble Flow 5



Some of the formulas derlved in the literature relating the intrinsic permeability to the various

properties of the porous material are purely empirical (see Bear 1972 for Krumbein and Monk

1943), some are semi·empirical (Fair and Hatch 1933), and some are purely theoretical (Bear

1972). The semi·empirical functions are most commonly used for practical purposes. The
‘ purely empirical formulas are less accurate in general even though they are simple to use.

The purely theoretical formulas require too many parameters which are some times difficult

to estimate. The semi·empirical formulas are derlved using a theoretical basis with some

empirical coefficients left to be determined experimentally. The Iaboratory or field tests re-

quired to provide the necessary information in determining these coefficients are relatively

simple and practical.

Valldlty of Darcy’s Law

Since Darcy’s law is an experimental conclusion, its validity is a proper topic for re-

searchers. Many investigators (e.g., Rose 1945) found that Darcy’s law no longer holds as the

specific discharge increases beyond certain limits. The dimensionless Reynold number R, is

used as a criterion to indlcate the flow pattern, laminar or turbulent. For flow through porous ·

media R, is deüned as R, = q% where q is the discharge, d some length dimension of the

porous medium, and v the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Different suggestions have been

made for selectlng d. Collins (1961) used d = (k/<p)"* where k is intrinsic permeability and tp

° ls porosity. Ward (1964) chose k"' for d.

lt is generally accepted that at low Reynolds numbers, flow in a porous material is

laminar, viscous forces are predominant, and Darcy’s law is valid. As the Reynold number -

increases inertial forces govern the flow and experimental results deviate from Darcy’s law.

This is the upper limit for the application of Darcy’s law.

Many investigators (von Engelhardt and Tunn 1955, Low 1961, Swartzendruber 1962,

Kutilek 1969, Bolt and Groenevelt 1969) noticed that if the hydraulic gradient of a fluid in a

porous material is lower than a critical value there exists very little flow and Darcy’s law be-

ll Multlphaso lmmlsclble Flow _ 6



comes invalid. The flow under this condition is called non-Darclan Iaminar flow. This leads

to the lower limit for the application of Darcy’s law. For practical purposes, Bear (1972) sug·
’

gests that Darcy’s law ls valid as long as the maximum value of R, , based on average grain

diameter, does not exceed some value between 1 and 10.

Unsaturated Flow

ln the analysis of groundwater llow , the capillary zone above the phreatic surface was

neglected untll the 1960's (Wesseling 1961, Remson and Randolph 1962, Swartzendruber 1969,

Philip 1970). Before 1950, problems involving the flow of two fluids, a gas and oil, through

porous media were analysed for the most part by petroleum engineers (Muskat 1937, Buckley

and Leverett 1942). Two major topics, capillary pressure and relative permeability, have been

studled since then to aid in the understanding of the mechanics of unsaturated flow.

Caplllary Pressure ‘

In an unsaturated soll caplllarity is the evidence of surface tension in the fluid, which is

generally water. Capillarlty enables a dry soll to draw water through contlnuous pores to el-

evations above the phreatic line, or enables an initially saturated soll to keep the water at a

certain elevation above the phreatic line in a draining process (Lambe and Whitman 1969).

Not all the pores below these elevations are ülled by water. This induces varlations in both

the degree of saturation and the hydraulic conductivity with respect to the elevation of points

within the capillary zone. -

In a circular capillary tube the height of rise h, = Eäcos a where the T, is the liquid

surface tension, y the unit weight of liquid, cz the contact angle between the liquid and the tube,

and R the tube radius. This capillary rise h, ls called the capillary head. ln soils thepore size

varies depending on the shape, size, and packing condition of the soll particles. These vari-

ll Multlphase lmmlsclble Flow 7



ables make the analytic approach in determining the capillary head extremely difficult. On the

other hand, direct measurement of the capillary head by installing a standpipe is fairly simple.

Table 1 gives some test data obtained by Lane and Washburn (1946) and Silin-Bekchurin

(1958) in the soil column test for the height of capillary rise.

An increase or decrease of the air pressure at the top of the soil sample column produces

different values of the capillary rise hc and the corresponding water saturation S. Collins

(1961) derived an equation to calculate the degree of saturation by considering the case of

vertical circular rods with radius R In a cubic packing mode as a porous medium. Smith (1933)

analysed the case of uniform size spheres as a three·dImensIonal porous material.

lt is of great interest to measure the relationship between capillary head and degree of

saturation for porous media. The Iaboratory methods can be classitied into two groups. The

displacement methods are based on hydrostatic equilibrium at successive states, e.g., the

desaturation method (WeIge and Bruce 1947), the mercury Injection method (Purcell 1949), and

the centrifuge method. Amyx et al. (1960) compared results from various methods. The dy-

namic method (Brown 1951) used a horizontal soil sample and controlled the capillary pres-

sure at both ends of the soil sample. This ensured uniform capillary pressure throughout the

soil sample. Many investigators (Millington and Quirk 1961, Brooks and Corey 1964, van

Genuchten 1980, and Diment 1983) developed empirical equations to lit the soil-water retentlon

curve, and these equations are called the capillary function for generality.

lt was found that the soil-water retentlon curve is not unique. In other words, at a given

capillary head hc the corresponding water saturation S depends on the wetting or drying his-

tory experienced by the soil column sample. This is called hysteretic behavior which has

gained the attention of some investigators (Muskat 1937, Bear 1972).

Relative Permeabllity

ln the unsaturated flow problem, only part of the pore space in the neighborhood of a

point in a porous material Is occupied by water. Hence the unsaturated permeability of the

Il Multlphase Immlscible Flow 8



T•bI•
1.

VaIu•• of capillary riso.

Soil type Height of capillary rise (cm)

Silin·Bekchurin (1958) :

Coarse sand 2-5
Sand 12-35
Fine sand_ 35-70
Silt 70-150
Clay 200-400 and greater

Lane and Washburn (1946) :

Coarse gravei 5.4
Sandy gravel 28.4
Fine gravel 19.5
Silty gravei 106.
Coarse sand 82.
Medium sand 239.6
Fine sand 165.5
Silt 359.2

II Multlphaso lmmlscibla Flow
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porous material will be less than the saturated permeability. Experimental evidence (e.g.,

Botset 1940) supports this idea which can be stated as the relative permeability depends on

the water saturation where the relative permeability is defined as the ratio between the un-

saturated and the saturated permeabillties.

As mentloned in the previous section, there exists a relationship between the capillary

head and the water saturation provided the wetting or drying history of the porous material is

known. Thus the relative permeability can be expressed in terms of the capillary head, or the

water saturation, or both (e.g., Mualem 1976).

A detailed review on the relative permeability is given in the next section where the

multiphase immiscible flow problem is reviewed.

immiscible Flow

The slmultaneous flow of two or more fluids results in the immlscible flow problem. In

oil reservoir engineering, the flowing phases consists of gas, oil, and water. The unsaturated

flow mentloned in the previous section can be viewed as a simple case of the immiscible flow

problem where water and air are the two immiscible fluids.

Most of the concepts and terminology introduced for unsaturated flow are applicable to

immlscible flow (DuIlien 1979).

Wettabillty

Since there can be more than one flowing liquid in an immiscible flow problem, an as-

sumption ls commonlymade in most studies relating to wettability. lt is assumed here that

there can be no direct contact between fluid A and fluid C if fluid B exists and the wettability

of fluid ls in between those of fluids A and C. The term wettability is related to the interfacial

. tension of the fluids involved. Bikerman (1958), Scheidegger (1960), and Adamson (1967)

ll Multlphaso lnimlsclble Flow 10



made an extensive study on this subject. Pirson (1958) adopted the concept of wettability to
I

dlstinguish three types of fluid saturation between the limits 0 % and 100 % . These are the

equilibrium saturation, the funicular saturation, and the insular saturation. A clear explanation

on these saturation terms is given by Scheidegger (1960) and Bear (1972).

Caplllary Pressure

Based on the concept of wettability, there can be no interface between more than two

flulds. This makes the capillary pressure measurement for a multlphase immiscible flow the

same as for an unsaturated flow. All the information required to determine the capillary

function for amultlphase immiscible flow problem can be obtained from the results generated

by sufficient two·phase flow studies (Stone 1970, Parker et al. 1985). _ _

Relatlve Permeabllity

One way to determine the relative permeability is by direct measurement from laboratory

experiments. ln the steady flow test, two Iiquids are introduced simultaneously at the inflow

end through separate tubing systems while keeping the ratio of the quantities of the two fluids

constant. When a steady flow is reached (total inflow equals total outflow) the pressures at

both ends are recorded for each fluid. The rate of flow q and saturation S are determined for

each fluid. The relative permeabilities are calculated by using the equation

q„_, = (k„_,/q„_,)AP„_,/L. The test is repeated under different injectlng ratio until a complete

relative permeability curve is established. Brownscombe et al. (1950) and Rose (1951) pre-

sented a general review of this type of test. .

Figure 1 gives typical relative permeability curves for a porous medium saturated by oil

and water. The rapid decline of the relative permeability of the water phase indlcates that the

oil phase (nonwettlng phase) occupies the larger pores first as the water saturation de-

creases.

ll Multlphue immiscible Flow 11
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Researchers found that the sum k,„ + k,, is generally less than unity even though the

pores are fully saturated by oil and water. On the other hand, Russell and Charles (1959)

found that a thin layer of water on the solid surfaces may reduce the resistance to the flow

of oil. This makes the relative permeability of the oil phase greater than unity. All these ob-

servations contradict the assumption that relative permeability is dependent on the properties

of the porous medium alone. The effect of pressure gradient on relative permeability was

studled by Muskat (1937) and he concluded that the effect is negligible.

As mentioned in the previous section, Mualem (1976) proposed a semi-empirical model
9

to predict the relative permeability. The analytic part of the model is similar to Burdine’s

equation which was derlved (Burdine 1953) based on the hydraulic radlus theory and the ob-

servation that the nonwetting phase tends to occupy the larger part of the pore first. Brooks

and Corey (1964) described the hydraulic radlus theory in detail. The empirical part of

Mualem’s model was done by examining 45 soil samples and suggested a value of 0.5 for the

power of the effective saturation term. This model requires an accurate capillary function

which must be determined experimentally. Scheidegger (1960) reviewed several models of
‘

capillary function (e.g., Rose and Bruce 1949, Fatt and Dykstru 1951, and Rapoport and Leas

1951). Corey et al. (1956) worked on the three-phase relative permeability with CaCl, brine

as the wettlng phase. Brooks and Corey (1964) suggested the equation S, = (P,/P,)^ where

S, is the effective degree of saturation, P, the minimum value of P, on the drying curve, and

JL a pore size distribution index. Van Genuchten (1980) proposed a capillary function (see Eq.

4.4) with two parameters a and n to be determined from the laboratory experiments. He

substituted this capillary function into two models (Burdine 1953 and Mualem 1976) for the

relative permeabilities. Diment and Watson (1983) used a simple polynomial K = K,(9/9,)' for

relative permeability and a hyperbolic tangent capillary function 9 = (9, — 9,)

tanh[R(h + 8)] + 9, -· F where K, is intrinsic permeability, T the degree of the polynomial, 9,

the saturated moisture content, 9, the residual moisture content, R and S the model parame-
ters, and F = (9, - 9,) tanh(RS). Since the polynomial expression for relative permeability has

no clear theoretical basis, its validity still needs more studies.
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- Solution Methods for Flow Through Porous Media

The governing differential equations for an immisclble flow problem can be set up by

— using the mass conservation principle. The constitutive laws are to be experimentally deter· .

mined. The unknowns to be solved for are total head, saturation, and flow rate for each fluid
phase considered In a flow problem. The independent variables are spatial coordinates and

time.

There are basically three types of solutions available. The first type is the analytical

solution which expresses the dependent variables (solutions) in terms of the independent

variables expllcitly. The second type Is the model or the analog solution. lt reproduces
as-

many the aspects of a physical problem as possible by constructing an analog model using

materials which may or may not be the same as the materials of the physical problem. The

third type is the numerical solution which gives solutions at each discrete point in space and

time within the domain of the physical problem. Information on the material properties and

the boundary and initial conditions of a physical problem are necessary for any type of sol·ution method. A
Analytical Solution

, Due to the complexity of immisclble flow behavior very few problems can be solved an-
~

alytically. For an analytical solution, either the problem is idealized and over-simplified, or the

· analytical solution obtained is expressed in the form of an Infinite series or a complex integral.

An over-simplified problem has less value for practical purpose. An analytical solution In-

volvlng any form of Infinite series or a complex Integral may still need a digital computer for

calculating an precise answer.
i

Bear (1972) gives an extensive review of the methods that may be used for an analytical

solution of boundary and Initial value problems of flow through porous media. Collins (1961)
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A
gave an analytical solution of the linear displacement problem in which gravity and capillary

effects were not considered. Eckberg and Sunada (1984) analytically evaluated a three-phase

distribution under static equilibrium condition caused by a petroleum spill in an unconfined

aquifer.

Model and Analog Solutions ,

A model ls usually constructed of the same or similar materials as is the physical prob-

lem to be modelled. The main difference between a model and a physical problem is the

scale which should satisfy geometrlc similarity, kinematic similarity, (and dynamic similarity in
”

_ general (Bear 1972). A sand box model is frequently used in petroleum reservoir engineering

(e.g., Muskat 1937 and van Meurs“1957).

An analog system is made of completely different materials from the physical problem.

However, there is a one-to-one correspondence between each dependent variable in the an-

alog and the physical systems, and the independent variables are related to each other in the

same manner in the two systems. The common mathematical equations developed to de-

scribe tiow through porous media are similar to those in heat flow, electricity, and other

branches of physics (Scheidegger 1957). This provides an opportunity for adapting a well

developed testing technique from other field to analyse the flow problem.
O

One important advantage of the model and analog approach is that the solution is con-
t

tlnuous in the time domain as it is in the analytical solution. ln the numerical simulation,

which is reviewed in the next section, the time domain is discrete, and this leads to a certain

degree of lnaccuracy.

Numerlcal Solution

Due to the nonlinear characteristlcs of the goveming differential equations used in sim-

ulating a flow behavior, it is extremely difficult to obtain an analytical solution. The model or
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analog solution requires much effort in building a physical model. Furthermore, the model is

· usually used only for a very specific problem. On the other hand, a numerical method is fairly

flexible in handling different problems. ln the last decade, the advances in high technology

not only provide a higher speed for calculation but also offer better quality output devices so

that the interpretation of the calculated results is easier and clearer than ever. All of these

indicate that numerical analyses are approaching a brilliant and challenging era.

There are basically two methods of solvlng differential equations numerically, the finite

difference method (Shaw 1953, Smith 1965, and Peaceman 1977) and the finite element method

(Bathe 1976, Zlenkiewicz 1977, and Reddy 1984).

Finite Difference Method

Generally speaking, the finite difference method is quite straightforward mathematlcally.

The spatial derivatlve terms of the dependent variable are approximated by the finite differ-

ences of the variables and the distances between adjacent discrete grid points. For time de-

pendent problem, similar finite difference approximation is made for the time derivative terms.
”

The solution proceeds for each discrete time step At. The differential equation turns out to

be a series of algebraic equations involving all the dependent variables. After substituting the

given boundary conditions, the algebraic equations are solved one by one or simultaneously

- dependlng on how the approximation is made for the derivative terms.

lt is obvious that a finer grid (a shorter distances between adiacent points) leads to a

better approximation for the spatial derivatlve terms and thus a better solution. However, tiner

grid means more algebraic equations to be solved for a given domain. Furthermore, if the

explicit scheme is used in a time dependent problem, it is known (Rlchtmeyer 1957) that the

discrete length AL and the time step At are constrained to the condition Af/(AL)! s 1/2 so that

a stable solution is guaranteed. The implicit scheme avoids this constraint but the algebraic

equations have to be solved simultaneously.

The finite difference method has been widely used in solvlng the llow problems. (Douglas

et al. (1959), Quon et al. (1966), and Carter (1967) discussed the multiphase flow problem in
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reservoir engineering. Watson (1967) dealt with the unsaturated flow problem. Peery and

Herron (1969) made a three-phase reservoir simulation. Huppler (1970) investigated the ef-

fects of common core heterogeneities on waterflood relative permeabilities. Freeze (1971a)

studied three·dimensional transient unsaturated flow in a groundwater basin. Settari and Aziz
(1972) used an irregular grid in oil reservoir simulation. Narasimhan and Witherspoon (1976)

‘
used the integrated finite difference method to solve a groundwater flow problem.

Narasimhan (1982) analysed the fluid flow in fractured porous media. Casulli and Greenspan

(1982) simulated miscible and immiscible flow in porous media. Faust (1984) modelled the

transport of immiscible flow within and below the unsaturated zone. Abriola and Pinder

(1985a,b) studied multiphase contamination in porous media.

Finite Element Method

lnstead of approximating the differential equation directly as does the finite difference

method, the finite element method constructs a funcfional associated with the governing dif-

ferential equation. By the variational method or the residual method, a series of algebraic

equations for each finite element is developed. Lumping together the element level algebraic

equations and applying the given boundary conditions result in the global algebraic equations

from which the dependent variables are solved simultaneously. A number of books on this

subject are available (Zienkiewicz 1977, Hinton and Owen 1979, Bathe 1982, Brebbia 1982,

Segerlind 1984, Logan 1986, Grandln, 1986).

The soils involved in the flow problem are usually nonhomogeneous and the geometric .

domain may be irregular. The finite element method has a greater flexibility and capability

in handling complex geometric conditions. than does the finite difference method. Thus more

and more researchers have applied the finite element method to flow problem since the1970’s. 1
Use of the finite element method for flow problems is exemplified in many publications.

Shamir (1967) analysed steady flow in nonhomogeneous anisotropic aquifer. Javandel and
9

Witherspoon (1968) studied transient flow through porous media. Zienkiewicz et al. (1977)
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coupled the boundary solution procedures with the finite element method. This coupled pro-

cedure reduced the the number of unknowns to approximately the unknowns involved along

the boundaries, and handled the infinlte boundaries reasonably well. Bettess (1977) intro-

duced shape functions which are applicable to a flow problem having a domain extended to

infinity. Belytschko et al. (1983) proposed a special time integration procedure which allowed

different tlme steps and lntegrators within different parts of a domain. Van Genuchten (1982)

compared the finite element methods for one-dimensional unsaturated flow with mass trans-

port problems. Neuman et al. (1982) studled the groundwater flow and land subsidence due

to pumpage in multlaquifer systems. Van Genuchten (1983) used an Hermitian finite element

formulatlon to solve the two·dimensional unsaturated flow equation. Huyakorn et al. (1984)

used an influence coefficient technique to avoid costly numerical integration. Lewis et al.

(1984) analysed a plan pattern of two-dimensional multiphase flow. Osborne and Sykes (1986)
W

simulated the migration of an immisclble organic solvent in groundwater from a chemlcal

waste dlsposal site in the upper state of New York.
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Theory of Multiphase lmmiscible Flow in Porous Media

This chapter introduces the physics of multiphase immlscible flow followed by a complete

derlvatlon of the goveming equatlons.

Physical Phenomena

The industrial waste spill, the underground gas tank Ieaking, initiate the study of multi-

phase flow ln solls. Some of these hazardous fluids are practically immlscible with

groundwater and present certain behavlors as they seep through solls. The observed physical

phenomena give the key to analyse these immlscible flow behavlors in porous media.

I
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Porous Media
l

There are many examples of porous materials in engineering practice. Soil, Iimestone,

sandstone, or even concrete may be treated as a porous material with a certain value of hy-

draulic conductivlty. A common characteristic of these porous media ls that they are perme-

able to a variety of flulds. lf a medium ls permeable to a fluid then the fluid must be able to

penetrate the porous material no matter how much resistance the material offers. This im-

plles that only pores interconnected all the way through a porous medium contrlbute to the

flow behavior; one of the basic requirements for flow to occur is a channel through which flow

can occur. For example, a sample of vesicular igneous rock such as pumice can have a large

percentage of its volume occupied by non-solid material but since these gas bubbles are

closed it follows that the permeability of the pumice can be zero.

Those pores affecting flow can be characterized by a ratio called effective porosity. Ef-

fective porosity ls defined as V,/V„„,„ where V, is the volume of those interconnected pores and

V,,„,,, is the total volume of the porous material. The term porosity used here ls the effective
h

porosity unless otherwise noted. The porosity tp of a porous material (the symbol n, used in

geotechnical engineering, ls identical to tp) ls assumed to remain constant throughout the

analysis. More specifically, the porous skeleton is assumed to behave as a rigid material.

This implles that V,,„,„ and V, of a porous material remains unchanged during flow. This ls a

sound assumption insofar as the flow of water through most solls and rocks. lf the

compressibillty of the soll skeleton ls taken into account then it leads to the Biot’s consol-

idation theory (1941). However, in this study only flow through porous media is analysed.

Flow ln Porous Media

Flow in porous media can be described in many ways. The characteristics of the medium

can affect the flow. The characteristics of the fluid or flulds flowlng can affect the flow, and
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jointly the medium and the fluid can have mutually interactive characteristics. Flow can occur

with only one fluid or with more than one fluid flowing.

Fluid-Media Factors

Capillary pressure : Capillary phenomenon in a porous medium involves a solid phase (the

porous skeleton) and at least two fluid phases. One of these two fluid phases can be said to
I
wet the solid more preferentlally than the other. The contact angle between the two fluids

determines which one of them is the wettlng phase. ·

ln an air-water-solid system, for example, if the contact angle 7 is less than 90° as shown

in Figure 2 then the water phase ls the wettlng phase. ln this example, the air and water

phases are separated by a thin layer called the interface. The pressure difference between

these two phases is defined as the capillary pressure, p,. The capillary pressure ls the pres—

sure in the nonwetting phase minus the pressure in the wettlng phase, or pc = p, — p,, .

Capillary pressure is a fundamental factor in the study of multiphase flow through porous

media. From Figure 2, one may expect that the air phase will penetrate further into the

capillary space as the air pressure increases. This will result in an increase in capillary

. pressure. This points to a relationship between capillary pressure and degree of saturation.

This relationship will be dlscussed later.

Degree of Saturation : The degree of saturation S is defined as V„„,,,/V, where V„„„ ls the

volume of fluid in the pores. ln soll physics another term used to descrlbe the degree of sat-

uration is called the volumetric moisture content 0, and 0 is deüned as V,,„,,,/V„„,,,. lt ls clear

that 0 = cp S. The value of S ranges from 0 for complete dry to 1 for full saturation.

Capillary Head vs. Fluid Saturation

As mentioned above, a close relationship between capillary head and degree of satu-
·

ration is expected. Figure 3 shows a typical wettlng and dralning curves commonly observed

for an air·water-solid system. Hysteretic behavior ls exhlblted between the wettlng and drying
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cycles. This figure also points out some important aspects of flow behavior for the system.
·

The capillary head hc is a decreasing function of the wetting phase saturatlon S,. There is a

deflection point on each of the two curves. A certain degree of saturatlon for the wetting

phase is retained, and this appears to be independent of further increases of the capillary

head h,. This specific value of saturatlon is defined as the residual saturatlon 8,,, for the wet-

tlng phase of the system. A mathematicai function can be developed which will adequately

model the h,-S relationship.

FluidConductivityln

soll physics permeability k is used to describe the ability of a porous medium to be

permeated by a fluid. Permeability to a soll physicist is a physical property of the porous

medium which is independent of both fluid properties and flow mechanisms. ln ground water

hydrology and soil mechanics, hydraulic conductivity K is commonly used rather than

permeability as defined above. For a particular fluid, K becomes K,,„„, and hydraulic

conductivity can be generalized to Nuid conductivity. Fluid conductivity is defined as

K„,„,, = k p,,„,,, g/1},,,,,,, where p„„,„, ls the fluid density, 1*;,,,,,,, the fluid viscosity, and g the accel-

eration due to gravity. Geotechnical engineers use K but they commonly call it permeability
W

and use as its symbol k. Thus, two confilcting definitions of permeability exist. ln multiphase

flow problems fluids other than water are flowing thus the use of K,,„,,, ls appropriate. To avoid

confusion of terms this will be referred to as fluid conductivity K although lt ls very nearly the

same quantlty geotechnical engineers call permeability.

Similar to fluid saturatlon S, fluid conductivity K is a decreasing function of the capillary

head h,. The function curve ls quite similar to that in Figure 3. ln fact, there is a close re-

lationship among capillary head hc, fluid saturatlon S, and fluid conductivity K. The

h, — S — K relationship plays a key role in multiphase flow behavior.

Multiphase lmmiscible Flow
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Multiphase lmmiscible flow involves two or more fluid phases flowing simultaneously

through porous media. They are separated from one another by interfaces. No interphase

transfer is considered in this study.

Unsaturated flow through soils ls a simple example of multiphase flow. A most common

case of unsaturated flow which routlnely happens is the infiltration of rain fall through unsat-

urated soils. The infiltration process really involves two phases of flulds in which the wetting

phase is water and the nonwetting phase is air. During the process of inflltration, the water

phase displaces the air phase. Another example of unsaturated flow ls the seepage through

an earth dam due to first ülling of the reservoir (Freeze 1971b). The capillary zone above the

phreatic surface is important because of the seepage in this zone and the initial molsture

content variations.

The fluid conductivity of gases in soils is generally very much greater than that of most

liquids in soils. This will permit some simpliflcation of the mathematical model for multiphase

systems if one of the flulds is a gas. ln this study the gas is always ordinary air which is a

mixture of gases. The simpliflcation can be achieved by neglecting the head lost within the

gaseous phase. Speciücally, this implied assumption can be stated as the pressure in the air

is assumed to remain constant and equal to atmospheric pressure throughout the soil domain

under consideration. This assumption may not hold in all cases. An example in which this

assumption is not valid is the case in which air is introduced under high pressure for the

purpose of forcing some liquid such as oil from a soil.

Channel flow concept originated from direct visual observation of two-phase flow (Craig

1971) is applied ln this study. The concept states that each fluid phase flows through its own

network of interconnected channels. Any increase in the saturation of one fluid phase corre-

sponds to an increase in the number of channels carrying that fluid. At the same time, there

is a corresponding decrease ln the number of channels occupied by the other fluid phase.

At all times the sum of the degrees of saturation for all the flulds equals unity, i.e., [is, = 1,

where n is the total number of fluid phases and S, is the degree of saturation of each fluid

phase i, including air phase as one of the fluid.
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The wettability of each fluid phase strongly affect the multiphase flow behavior. Wetting

lluids tend to occupy the smaller pores while nonwetting lluids illl the larger pores. ln a

multiphase system wettability is relative. For example, in an air-oil-water multiphase system,

water is the wetting phase while oil is a nonwetting phase with respect to water and is a

wetting phase with respect to air.

Figure 4 shows a wedge·shaped pore containing these three phases. Water occupies the

smallest portlon of the pore, the tip of the wedge, for it is the wetting phase. The oil lies in

between the water and the air for it is a wetting phase witnrespect to air but nonwetting with

respect to water. ln this study it is assumed that so long as the oil phase exists, there can

be no direct contact between the air and water phases. This assumption leads to the con-

clusion that the total degree of saturation S, is a function of the capillary head h,, alone. The

head h,, is the capillary head between the air and oil phases. The saturation of the water

phase S, is a function of the capillary head h,, between the oil and water phases. Since

S, = S, + 8,, the saturation of the oil phase S, is affected by both capillary heads h„ and

h„.

Capillary head affects not only the degree of saturation but also the fluid conductivity.

Fluid conductivity and degree of saturation are not independent, and thus the effects of

capillary head on both of these factors are similar. Usually fluid conductivity K is presented

as a function of the degree of saturation. For water K, = MS,) and for oil K, = ß(S,, S,) .

Figure 5 shows the typlcal variations of K, and K, as functions of S, in an oil-water system in

which S, = 1 - S,.

Goveming Equations of Immiscible Flow

i
Both one- and two·dimensional multiphase immiscible flow equations are derived in this

section. Since air pressure is assumed to be atmospheric throughout the whole flow domain,
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THREE—PHASE IMMISCIBLE FLOW

y AIR-WATER-HYDROCARBON SYSTEM

air

n„ L

h„, oil (hydrocarbon)

é
water

No direct contact between water and air if oil exists.

Figure Wettlng end nonwettlng pheses In an ein--olI—w•ter system.
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only those equations governing the tlows of the liquid phases are derived. These liquid

phases are considered as incompressible tluids. ·

Equatlon of Contlnuity

The equation of continuity is the mathematical expression of the principle of conservation

of mass. Since the porous skeleton is assumed to be rigid and the liquid phases are consid-

ered as incompressible, the continuity equation of each liquid phase is expressed in terms of

volumetric flux rather than mass flux. As commonly expressed in literature of fluid mechanics

(e.g., Li and Lam 1972), the net volumetric outflow of liquid phase i from a specific domain

dv during time dt is V • Zi,dtdv. The corresponding decrease in the degree of saturation of the

same liquid phase is — (äll,/ät)dtdV.

Equatlng the net outflow to the decrease of moisture saturation Ieads to the equation of

continuity for the liquid phase i flowing in rigid porous media:

ä9, äS,V• ' = - -—· = - i 3.1(li 3; 1P ät [ ]

where ZZ is the volumetric flux vector of liquid phase i with dimension L3/UT.

Eq. 3.1 can be written in explicit form for both the one- and two-dimensional cases. For

· the one-dlmensional case

äqzi öl?) öS,·— = — —— = — —— 3.2äz 6: *° 6: I I

and for the two-dimensional case

I
6 öq 66 ‘s

r+-—"=—;=—tp—°' [3.21 .äx äy ät ät
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Darcy’s Law

Darcy’s law plays the most important role in flow throughporous media and is commonly

expressed in differential form for multlphase flow as

' EL = — K,VH, [3.4]

where ei is the volumetric flux vector, R, the fluid conductivity tensor, and H, the total head,

_ of liquid phase i. The subscripti stands for liquid phase i, not a tensor notation.

Eq. 3.4 holds as long as the fluid conductivity R, is independent of the total head gradlent

VH, at a given molsture saturatlon. Experimental evidence indicates that this is the case for

laminar flow through porous media (e.g., Calhoun 1951).

The one-dimensional form for Eq. 3.4 is

öH ·
qZ, [6.61

and the two-dimenslonal form ls

- öH öH· qxl "
_

(Kxx EI)! + (KxyX)!

öH ÖH *3·°*

lf the principal direction of tensor R, is chosen as the spatlal directions x and y, Eq. 3.6

reduces to

öHqxl = " (Kx E')!
‘

ÖH
· [3.7]

=
— K

—_
qyl ( y ay

)l
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Multiphase Flow Equatlons

The multiphase flow equation for liquid phase i is obtained by substituting Eq. 3.4 into Eq.

3.1 and this yields

~ äG
V·(K,VH,) = L [3.8]ät

The one-dimensional form of Eq. 3.8 becomes

ä äH ÖQI
K L = L ,621 Z äz [' 6: · [3 gl

and the corresponding two-dlmensional form is

6 äH 6 äH 69:
K L + K L = L 3.6: [1°[

with spatial directlons x and y coincident with the principal directlons of the fluid conductivity

tensor K, .

In Eq. 3.8, the total head H, and the moisture content 0,01 liquid phase i are the unknowns

to be solved. It ls convenlent mathematically to express 6, in terms of H, for solving the flow

equation.

In the following paragraphs, subscripts i·1, i, and i+1 stand for the orders of wettability

of liquid phases i-1, I, and I+ 1. Phase i+1 has the highest wettability.

Based on the concept introduced in Figure 4, 9, is a function of the capillary heads of

phases i-1, I, and I+ 1. Again, there is no direct contact between phases i-1 and i+1 as long

as phase I exists. .

ln immlscible flow problems head is more useful then pressure since pressure is only one

component of head. Then the total, pressure, elevation, and capillary heads of each liquid

phase are converted to the head of phase n which has the highest wettability in the multiphase

III Theory of immlscible Flow
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tlow system. Total head H, pressure head h and capillary head hc along with proper subscripts

are ·

H1 = h1 T Z P/Pn
U

h1= P/1>„¤ [3-lll
hc = h1—1,1 = hi—1 ' hl

where P, ls the pressure and p, is the density, of phase i. The density of phase n is p„ and the

acceleration ot gravity is g.

Using Eq. 3.11, the right hand side of Eq. 3.8 is rewritten as

ä =
69, 6h,-, _,_ _,_ 69, 6h,+,

,3,12, ,

For Z. pl, and p„ constant in Eq. 3.11,

6H, _ 6h, 3 ,3,. 6: ar [ ‘

Eq. 3.12 can be rewritten in terms of total heads as .

69, _ 69, 6H,-, ,,_ 69, 6H,
+

69, 6H,+, '

6t 6h,-, 6t 6h, 6t 6h,+, 6t
[3.14]

6H - 6H 6H= cI,I—1% + Cm? + Cl,I+1"%'

where C is called the moisture capacity which is the slope of the 9 — h curve as those in Fig-

ure 3. A detailed description and derivation for C is given in Chapter 4 where the empirical

functions of hc - 9 - K are constructed.

A tinal form for the tlow equation is obtained by substituting 69,/6t as delined in Eq. 3.14

back into Eq. 3.8

~
V

ÖH - ÖH ÖHV·(K,V1-1,) = 6,_,_,#l- + 6,,,-j + 6,,,+,%- [3.15]
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ln practice, a typlcal multiphase tlow problem involving air, water, and one organic

_ immiscible liquid phase is quite common. To simplify the mathematical expressions, the air-

oil-water system is used as a general example throughout the rest of this study.

Flow equations for the water and oil phases are

~ 60 6H 60 6H 6H 6HV. K VH =44+44=g 4+C 4( W W) 6h, az an, 6t W° 6t WW 6:
[3.16]

~ 60 6H 60 6H 6H 6HV. VH =44+44= 49.+ 4. (K° °) ah, ar anw az C°° ar c°W 6:

while the air phase is assumed to be at atmospheric pressure and is not in the computation.

From the definition of the moisture capacity, C,„,, C,,,„, and C,,, can be related to each

other. As mentioned before, 0,, is a function of the capillary head h,„ only and thus 0,,,(h„) or

0,„(h, - h,,). Therefore .

60,,, _ _ 60W
6h,, 6hw

or

C„,,, = - CW [3.17]

where h, and h,„ are independent to each other. Furthermore, based on the assumption that

there is no direct contact between the air and water phases when the oil phase exists, it is

clear that the total moisture content 0, is a function of h, only or 60,/6h,, = 0 where

0, = 0, + 0,,. Thus

60,, _ 6(0, — 0,,,) _ 60, _ 60,,, _
O

_ 60,,,
6h,, 6h„, 6h,„ 6hw 6hw

or _

Cow = · Cww I3-181
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Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 reduce the moisture capacities from four to two and this simplifles the

coefflcient calculations in solving Eq. 3.16. Nevertheless, K,,K,,C,,,C,,,C,,, and C,, are

functions of H, and H,. Thus Eq. 3.16 becomes nonlinear and coupled since both H, and H,

appear in the derivatlve of time terms.

Finally, in one-dimensional form Eq. 3.16 becomes

,3 öH, öH,öH,Kli = C —....

+ÖHÖH ÖH
"‘·‘°‘

Ö o o wK —— = C —— + C —€;‘¤ÖÖ’ MÖÖ WÖÖ

and in two-dimensional form it becomes

Ö ÖHW 6 ÖH, ÖH, ÖHW
K ———

+ K -—— = C —— + CWÖÖ
A

ÖH öH ÖH öH
[3.20]

Ö 0 Ö 0 o wK — + K -1 = C —— + C i-
§‘··¤Öx’ v=·Öy’

·>·=ÖÖ WÖÖ

Again, spatial directions x and y are in the principal directions of the fluid conductivity K, (and

R,).

Summary

The goveming dlfferential equations foran air·oiI-water system are derived here. -The

porous media are assumed as rigid materials and the fluids are taken as incompressible. The

air phase is assumed to be at constant atmospheric pressure throughout the porous domain,

and it is not coupled with other fluids in the flow equations. The relationship among capillary

head, degree of saturatlon, and fluid conductivity are brielly described. The equations of

continuity and Darcy’s law are combined to obtain the flow equation for each immiscible liquid _

phase. The flow equations are nonlinear and coupled.
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Laboratory Modelling of lmmiscible Flow in Porous Media

Laboratory tests serve as the basis for developing an adequate flow model and estimat-

ing the model parameters. Static and transient tests are described, and empirical relation-

ships among caplllary head, degree of saturation, and fluid conductivity are developed from

these testresults. All the Iaboratory tests presented in this chapter were performed by R. J.

Lenhard in the Soil Laboratory of the Agronomy Department at VPI&SU.

Fundamental Material Properties

The fundamental material properties involved in a multiphase immiscible flow problem

are the porosity tp of the porous medium, the density p, and the saturated fluid conductivity

K, of each liquid phase. The soil used in this study ls a Iaboratory processed sandy soil. The

grain size distribution of the soil is given in Figure 6. The liquids used are water, benzene,

and p-cymene. These materials were chosen for the experimental portlon of this study since .
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they were readily available in the laboratory and their properties are well established. Thus

they provide reliable parameters for use in the finite element programs developed as a part

of this investigation. The basic properties of the soil and liquids used in the laboratory are

listed in Table 2. The properties of the soil were determined in accordance with standard

procedures which are widely used. One source of the stahdardlzed procedure is Lambe

(1951). The pertinent properties of the liquids come from a chemistry handbook (Dean 1979).

Static Test

The static test provides important information for developing the capillary pressure func-

tion. Data obtained from static tests are the capillary pressure head and the degree of satu-

ration of the wettlng phase under the static condition. The term head refers to the head of

water.

Figure 7 gives a sketch of the equipment setup for the static tests., Typical static test

results for a three-phase flow system is shown on Figure 8. There are three sets of data in

the figure and each corresponds to a pair of tluids. Each set of data is fitted by a S shape solid

curve using van Genuchten’s capillary function.

Testing Procedure ‘

Three types of flow system were conducted, namely the air-water system, the air-oil

system, and the oil-water system. ‘

Air-Water System

A soil sample with known weight w, and porosity ep is initially saturated with water. The

soil sample and the sample container is then weighed as the total weight w,. The air is then

introduced from the top of the sample under a constant head h, while the water phase is
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Table 2. Fundamental materlal propertles.

Materiai POVOSÜY <P Density pg/cmSoil

0.42 ·

Water im
Benzene 0_88P-wmene 0.86
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subjected to a constant head hr at the bottom of the sample such that the air begins to dis-

place the water. The outllow of water is measured when the static condition is reached. lt

takes about 24 hours to reach static equllibrium depending on the heads applied. The soil

sample is weighed again with the container. The degree of saturation of water can be calcu-

lated as

Sw =
(wr — ws — ws)

Ywvbulk‘P

where ws is the weight of the soil container and y„ the unit weight of water. The difference in

the externally applied heads h, — hr is taken as the capillary head h, for the soil sample since

it is small with a height of only 5.15 cm. The sample is treated as a single point in space even

though lt ls of flnite size. This combination of S and h, provides one data point for Figure 8.

The head of the air phase is then increased by one step (5 cm) and this gives another data

point when a new static equilibrium condition is reached.

Air-Oil System

The tluid p-cymene is used as the wetting phase in the air—oil system test. The soil

sample is initially saturated with p-cymene and pressurized air is introduced to displace the

p·cymene. The testing procedure is exactly the same as in the air-water system.

Oll·Water System

ln the oil-water system test, the soil sample is saturated with water as it is in the test for

the air-water system. The oil (p·cymene) is then introduced from the top of the soil sample

under a constant head h,. The rest of the test is similar to the test for the air-water system.

Both the lntlow of the oil phase and the outflow of the water phase are measured for com-

parison. They should be very close to each other if the test is properly condumed. The degree

of saturation of the water phase at equllibrium is calculated based upon the measured outflow,

i.e., $,,„,„ = (<pV,,„„, — V,„,„„)/tpV,„„,.
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Effective Saturatlon

In Figure 8, a resldual saturation S, is observed even at very high capillary head h,. In

order to fit an empirical curve for these data, it is desirable to normalize the degree of satu-

ration 5 such that it varles from 0 to 1. A term called the eßective saturation S is defined as

(5 —· S,)/(1- 5,). ThusS = 0 when 5 = 5, and S = 1 when 5 = 1.

By definition, the effective saturations of two-phase flow systems are

S7,. = S., — Sf.7
"' 1 — $$*,,7

s — s°”
S32 = 14.111 — s,,,

S., = S., - Si.?
° 1 — sf;

where each superscript stands for a flow system, e.g., aw means the air-water system.

In modelllng the air-oil-water system, the same normalizing procedures are followed as

is demonstrated in Eq. 4.1. This results in

- s — sS* = 1 JS -Nts
FW I'0

‘ _ SO
_

SVG2- ‘ TZÜFEZ **-2*
SW + S0 -Sl'W —Sf0‘ 1 — S., - S.,

where superscript aow is omitted for simplicity. In Eq. 4.2, 5,,, = 5;,* if 5, = 0 and 5,,, = 5;,*

when 5,>0. The latter is again based on the no direct contact assumption. For 5,,,. instead

of flxing 5,, = 5,*; — 5,*;;*, it is assumed to vary linearly with 5, so that

S _ S.,1Sf.§’ — S?.71 ,3m " [ · l
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Based on this assumptlon, 8,, ls zero when oil is first flowing into an air-water system and then

it increases linearly with the oil inflow until lt reaches the value 8;: - 8,,*;* . However, for the

condition of oil draining from an air·oil-water system, 8,, does not decrease with the decrease

in 8, when 8,>8;; - 8,*;*. lt stays at 8;; — 8,;*,* until 8, = 8;: — 8,*;,*. When 8, drops further, it

- is assumed that 8,, = 8, .

Caplllary Head vs. Effectlve Saturatlon

By using the definition of effective saturation, the three curves of Figure 8 are replotted

in Figure 9. Each curve in this figure can be modelled by an empirical mathematical function

proposed by van Genuchten (1980) as

‘
- - Ls = [1 + (¤n,)”]

"“
n [4.41

in which a and n are two parameters which are to be determined. Eq. 4.4 is basically an

empirical expression for the curves in Figure 9 with two parameters 11 and n. Qualitatively,

q and n are inversely related to the air·entry tension and the width of the pore size distribution

function for a porous medium. For a given porous medium, the values of parameter n are

found fairly close to each other in different two-phase flow systems. For example in Figure 9

the values of n are 1.745 for air-water, 2.339 for alr·oil, and 2.335 for oil-water system. On the

other hand, the values of parameter a are substantially different from each other in different

fluid systems. For example in Figure 9 the values of a are 0.058 cm" for air-water, 0.088 for

air-oil, and 0.109 for oil-water system. This implies that n is practically fluid-independent and

- sz is dependent on both porous medium and fluid. lt is desirable. if possible, to have param-

eters related either to the porous media or to the fluids only. A scaling factor ß is introduced

for this purpose (Parker et al. 1986) and Eq. 4.4 is modified as

- - Ls = [1 + (ßahc)”]
‘*

n [4.61
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where a and n are material parameters and ß is fluid parameter. Using the Eq. 4.5 and

choosing appropriate values of ß, the three curves in Figure 9 can be transformed into one

single curve. For this purpose, the air-water system is chosen as a reference and [3;,* is set

to 1. The other two curves representing the air-oil and the oil-water systems are scaled with

scaling factors
ßg•

= 1.52 and [3;* = 1.88 and the resulting curves are shown in Figure 10. ln

this figure, curves for the air-oil and oil-water systems are very close to each other because

these two systems have very close values of n (2.335 and 2.339). However, they are deviating

from the curve for the air-water system. This is mainly due to the value of parameter n (1.744)

of the system. This figure implies that parametern is not absolutely fluid-independent. Taking

all the data and using nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure a new set of parameters,

a (0.054cm"), n (2.03) , ß„ (1.72), and ß,w (2.14), are obtained. Figure 11 shows the finalsinglefitting

curve.

A complete expression of Eq. 4.5 can be stated. For an air-water system ([5;* = 1)

. - - - Ls, = sw = [1 + (¤maw)"]
"’

¤ [4.6]

For an air-oil system

- - - LS. = S. = [1 + <ßä°¤h..>”]
"“

~ iwi

and for an air-oil-water system-

- LS. = [1 + <ß3."¤1·..>"]
‘* 1

- · - L 4.8S. = [1 + <ßä°¤~..>”]
"“

~
‘ ’

§o = - gw n

Eqs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 describe the relationship between capillary heads and effective satu-

rations for any combination in an air-oil-water system.
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Unsaturated Fluld Conductlvlty

By considering the pore size distribution function f(r), the channel flow concept, and the _

tortuosity of the flow path, Mualem (1976) proposed a function to predict the unsaturated fluid

conductivity as

dr 2
K = KSS *’_ .

dr

where R (or r) is the pore radius, n may be positive or negative, and f(r)dr = dl-). Applying the

capillary law r¤C1/hc, the llnal form for the fluid conductivity K is

_o jf 1/h,(;) dä 2
K = KSS

‘ — [4.9]
Ig l/hclä) dä

where K, is the saturated fluid conductivity and ä is a dummy variable for §. The power 0.5

in the term S°·' in the above equatlon was determined by examining the test data from 45 soils

(Mualem 1976). Thus, this ls a seml-empirical model for predlcting the unsaturated fluid

conductivity. Figure 12 shows the unsaturated fluid conductivify K vs. the capillary head h, in

an air-water system.

In an air-oil-water system, the water phase conductivity is

I
· 2_o· jf* 1/:1,,,, 6;,,

K,, = K,,,S„„ · [4.10]
jo 1111,,,, 6;,,,

and the oil phase conductivity

-05 j§·_1m,,,6;, 2 . ·
Ko = Kso So 2 "''“"' [411]

jo 1/han 6;,
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where §,, and é, are the dummy variables for Ä, and Ä respectively.

Since Eq. 4.9 is developed for a single liquid phase flow system, any application of this

equation for a multiphase flow system must be justifled. Based on the no direct contact as-

sumption, Eq. 4.10 holds for an air-oil-water system. For an air-water system h„ becomes

h„. Eq. 4.11, however, extends the same assumption one step further and still needs more

research work for justiflcation.

From Eq. 4.8, Äs can be expressed in terms of h’s. Substituting Ä's for h's in Eqs. 4.10

and 4.11 and carrying out the integrations, the unsaturated fluid conductivities can be ex-

pressed in terms of effective saturations as

- - 2k,, = K,,„s,,f’·5[1 -(12
[4.12]

Ko = KSG SOOSB1

(1wherem = 1 — 1/n. Figure 13 shows K„ vs. Ä, and Figure 14 shows K, vs. Ä in an air-oil-

water system.
U

Molsture Capacity

Moisture capacity is defined in Eq. 3.14 in Chapter 3. It is the derivative of the volumetric

fluid content with respect to fluid pressure head. This can be found easily once the relation-

ship between the caplllary head and the effective saturation is known. For an air-oil·water

system, moisture capacities are

66,,, as, 667,,,
Cww öhw

(P
hw FW FO) öhw

and using Eq. 4.8,
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6,,,,, = <p(1 — s,„ — s,,,)ß,‘Z,"’¤(11
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O
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°° 011,, öho 011,, W 011,,
C“'° [M3]

= $(1
_

Sm
_

Sm)ßgoa(n
_

051/m(1·_ + Cww

while C,„, = C,,, = C,, = 0 lf 5, S 5,,. Figure 15 shows the variation of C„„, with respect to

§„. ,
‘ For an air·water system,,Eq. 4.13 reduces to

c = ip(1 —· s )¤(11 —1)§‘Wm(1 — §"”?)’"
WW 'W W W [4.14]

Cwo= cow=Coo=0

Eq. 4.13 holds for an air-oil system with C„, = C„ = — C„, = 0.

Model Parameters .

Parameters a and n were introduced in Eq. 4.4. Their effects on the capillary head func-

tion are given ln Figures 16 and 17. The scaling factor ß was then employed in Eqs. 4.7 and

4.8. These parameters describe the relationship between capillary head and fluid saturation

in a multlphase flow problem. As explained before, parameters iz and n characterize the

porous media while ß takes care of the types of lluids. The available information on these

three parameters is limited and some typical values for them are listed in Table 3.

Transient Test

The static test provides information for estlmatlng the mathematlcal parameters under

equilibrlum conditions. Usually flow ln solls is quite slow and equilibrlum conditions should

closely approxlmate the true state in the soil. However, this should be verified by translent
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Table 3. Model parameter:

Soil and water a (m") n 8,,, K„ (m/day)

Parker et al. (1985) :

Sandy Ioam 1.53 1.265 0.208 0.06
Sllt loam 3.46 1.289 0.265 1.296 _
Sandy clay loam 0.82 1.275 0.276 0.095
Clay 0.07 1.419 0.185 0.00019

‘

van Genuchten (1980) :

Hygiene sandstone 0.79 10.4 0.612 1.08 _
Touchet silt Ioam G.E.3 0.5 7.09 0.405 3.03
Silt loam G.E.3 0.423 2.08 0.331 0.05

l

Belt Netofa clay 0.152 1.17 0.0 0.00082

Soil and Oil ß„ ß„

Lenhard and Parker (1986) : (from interfacial tension measurements) _

p-cymene ·sand 1.938 2.098
benzene ·sand 1.898 2.073

o·xylene ·sand 2.170 2.325
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flow tests. If the model, using equilibrium parameters, predicts transient behavior as verified

by transient flow tests, then the equilibrium parameters are adequate.

Transient tests were conducted to verify parameter evaluation. The equipment setup for

a transient test is exactly the same as that for a static test. The sample preparation and initial

conditions for a transient test are also the same as in a static test. However, rather than re-

cording only the static condition as in a static test, the outflow of the replaced wetting phase

fluid in a transient test is recorded for various time intervals. Figure 18 shows a typical

transient test result.

Summary

The relationship between capillary head and fluid saturation is obtained by using the

laboratory static test data. An empirical function as given by van Genuchten (1980) is fitted

to the laboratory data and this results in the evaluation of the model parameters a, n, and B

as given in Table 3. The unsaturated fluid conductivitles of the three—phase system are pre-

dlcted by using a seml·empirical expression proposed by Mualem (1976). The moisture ca-

pacities are derived from the capillary head function.
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Finite Element Formulation on Multiphase lmmiscible Flow in

Porous Media

The goveming equatlons of multlphase lmmiscible flow in porous media are derived in

Chapter 3. Since the equatlons are nonlinear, numerical analysis becomes the only practical

way to solve them. The finite element method is one of the most common numerical methods

used to solve this type of problem. These problems involve an arbitrary domain with heter-

ogeneous and nonlinear materials. All these complexities can be elegantly handled by finite

element method (Zlenkiewicz 1977).

Variational Approach

Variational principle is considered to be the most important concept in analyzing a

continuum problem and is widely used in finite element formulation. The first step in the

V Finite Element Formuletlon ‘
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variational approach is to construct the functional. Through the variation operation on the

functional, the corresponding Euler’s equation precisely reproduces the governing differential

equation of the problem. Thus the functional is an alternative way of describing the problem.

One-dlmenslonal Formulatlon

The functionals corresponding to Eq. 3.19 in Chapter 3 are

1 ÖH ÖH ÖH _¤„ = f,;KzwlE°'L)2dZ + 1,<¢„„~.„—äd + ¢w„Hw—jldZ — Hwqwl „.„„„„„„,
[51]_ 1 ÖH ÖH ÖH _

.rr.,— 1,;»<„<j>’¤z + l,<¢„„Hq% + ¢„„H„#><=¤z - ~„¤„l„„„„„.„,
where Ei, and E, are the llux of the water and oil phases at the boundary.

By equating the variations of 11,, and IT, to zero,

= Ö K
ÖH, _ öH„ _ ÖHW

K
ÖHW __

=mw lzm~[T< NT> °w¤’°‘a: °wwT dz * ddwl z“’——öz dw) ° [5 2]_ Ö ÖH ÖH _ ÖH ÖH _ _ ·
öno ’ _[;öHo[E[Kzo"‘ä,‘) " Coowl ' Cow‘ä}‘L dz + öHo[Kzo‘ä ' qo) ‘ 0

the Euler’s equations, the terms within the brackets [ l. are found to be identical to Eq. 3.19.

The second step is to choose an approximatlon function for ünite element analysis. A

two-noded line element is used in the one-dimensional formulatlon. For this element,

I
H = NTH1 = [N] [Hn}T = [N1 N2[[H1 H2}T

· [5.3]ÖH ri = H

where N, is the Ilnear shape function, H, the nodal variable, and [B] = ö[N]/Öz.

Substltute Eq. 5.3 into Eq. 5.1 and take the variation to obtain the equations in general

matrix form as _ ‘

lKl{H„} + lKt„,l{H„}„ + lK„l{l·7„}„ = {O} I5-4l 1

V Flnlte Element Fermuletlon
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where the dot means time derivative.

For the water phase, the terms in Eq. 5.4 are

{Hn}T = {Hm Hm}

[Q}T = {am äu;2} ‘ .

{mi = {Hm H„„}
<H„>.C = <H.„ #*.2}

and

[K] = [K],„ = j'Kz„[B]T[B]dz

[Ktw] = IKMIW = ICww[N]T[N]dZ [5*5]

[Kto] = [Kto]w = _[Cwo[N]T[N]dZ

For the oil phase, the terms in Eq. 5.4 are

· {Hn}T = {Hm H¤2}

{¤}T = {äo1 äoz}

and

[K] = [K]„ = j°Kz„[B]T[B]dz

[KM] = [Kzw]¤ = _[Cow[N]T[N]dZ [5-6]
‘

[Km] = [Kg¤]o = j·C„[N]T[N]dZ

The water phase and the oil phase can be coupled as

[K]{Hn} + [Kz]{"]n} = {0} [5.7]

where .
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{Hn}7,
= {HW1 Hw2 Hot Ho2}

{Hm Hm Hm ,162}
{Q},.

= am 591 ä92}

_

and

[K1., {01 · lK„„l„ lK.„l„
[Kl = [KJ = _

[01 [Klo IKMJO [Klo].,

Eq. 5.7 describes a two-degree-of·freedom continuum problem with two variables,

H, and H,. at each node. The integrations in Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 can be carried out directly

· without difliculty. The explicit form of these matrices are given in Appendix A. _ 1

Two-dlmenslonal Formulatlon
V

The two-dimensional formulation follows a_ similar procedure as in the one-dimensional

case. The functionals of Eq. 3.20 are 1
‘

_ 1 öHw 2 ÖHW 2

öH° ÖHW _ ·‘*' _]x_]-y(CwoHw'F + cw/"w*ä—)dxdY fßwqwdl

and

1 ÖH 2 2n°
[5.8]

ÖH, öHw
1-/'ioqodl

where the natural boundary conditions on the line I are
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- öH öH
Clw = Kxwinx +

Kywq,”L”y
·

- öH öH

I For the line I, n, and ny are directionai coslnes with dx = nyds and dy = n,,ds.

A four-noded quadrilateral element and a bilinear shape function (see Appendix A) are

used in this study. The variable H within a quadrilateral element is appreximated as

H = N,H, = [N] {H„}T = [N1 N2 N3 N,]{H1 H2 H3 H4}T [5.9]

where N, is the bllinear shape function and H, the nodal value.

Eq. 5.4 holds for the two-dimensional case. For the water phase, the terms in Eq. 5.4 are

{H„}T = {Hm Hm IM Hwt}

{O}T = {äwl 6.,,2 6% äwt}
{Hu}; = {Hm Hm Hm Hwa}

{Hn}; = {Hm Ho2

HQ3and

Kxw 0
[Kl = lKl„ = _[„j'ylBlT lßldxdy

0 Kyw

~ [KM] = [Ktw]„y = [5.10]

where [B] = [äN,/öx 6N,/öy]' (see Appendix A).

For the oil phase, the terms in Eq. 5.4 are

{Hn}T = {Hm Hoz H¤s H¤4}
{Q}T

= {691 (792ÜQSV
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and

Kxo 0
[Kl = [Kia = _[„j,,lBlT[ llßldxdy

0 Kyo

IKM} = [Kiwi, = ]',,j',C„iNlTlNldxdy ‘[5.11]
[Kw} = [Krait, = _[„_[yC„„iNlTINldXdv

° F Eq. 5.7 holds for the two-dimensional case with the terms

{Hn}T = {Hm Hm Hm Hwa Ha1 Ho2 Has Ho4}
u

V
{Hn}1- = Hw4 H01 Ho2 H03

am am äwt

amEqs.5.10 and 5.11 are carried out using the four·point Gaussian integration technique

which is widely used in numerical analysis. The matrix form for [K] and [K,] remain the same

as in the one·dimensionaI case except that the orders of these matrices change from 4 in the

one·dimensionaI case to 8 in the two-dimensional case.

Time Integration ,

The time derivative terms in a transient problem are analyzed by the tinite difference

method. The 9 method is the most common technique used for this purpose. At time t, Eq.

5.7 is written as' ·

[Kgl;{H„}g + [K]g{H„}g = {Q}; [5-12]

and at time t + At

lK:]r+A¢{Hn}:+A2 "' [K]z+Az{Hn}r+A¢ = {Q}¢+A¢ ‘ [5-13] .

From Eq. 5.12, {H„}, is derived as
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1
[K1l1{F!„}1 = {O}1 ·· lKl1{H„}1

{H11}:The

9 method states that

where O S 9 S 1 and {H„},+,, can then be written as

. H — H — 1 - 9At HI1}! ( ) {n}!9
At ~

Substltute Eq. 5.15 into Eq. 5.13 and multiply both sides by 9

"‘=‘·+^=
1 61K {H} —

"‘=‘·+-=
111 + K 1 - 6 11 1 6[:+4: 11 :+A: ‘ 11}: [ 1l1+61( ){ 11}: [Q}:+A:

Substitute {H„}, into the above equation and rearrange terms -

[K1 <~„111 1,1
[5.16]

[K ] - -= “ [1 ' °)[Kr[:+A:[K:[: 1[K[t){Hn}: + (1 ‘ 9)lK111+,„lK1l1 *10},+ 9{Q},+,,

Eq. 5.16 is the most general expression for of the 9 method on Eq. 5.7. If [K,], = [K,],„.,,,

i.e., [K,],+,,[K,];1 = 1 , Eq. 5.16 Bs simpliüed to

/
-(14%% + <>1K111,„) {H„}1+A1

[5.17]
K

= — (1 ·· 9)lKl1){H„}1 + (1 — 9){O}1+ 9{Q}1+A1

lf {0}, = {0},,,,, Eq. 5.17 is further simplified as .
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[Kl [Kl+ 9{Kh+A1){H„}1+A1= -11 — 9llKl1){H„}; + {01, 16.161

ln a transient flow problem, [K,], 6* [K,],+„ and {Q}, is not necessarily equal to {Q},„.„.

While 9 may have any value between and including 0 and 1, taking 0 = 1 simplifles the nu-

merical solution. In this study 6 is taken as 1 and Eq. 5.16 becomes

[Kl [Kl
At [5-19}

Eq. 5.19 is commonly called the backward method which is unconditionally stable as far as the

time step is concerned. The Crank-Nicolson method (6 = -%) and the Galerkin method (

6 = ~§-) may give more accurate solutions than the backward method. However, they olten

lead to oscillatory solutions which are troublesome. The forward method (9 = 0) may result

in either divergent or oscillatory solutions even though the explicit numerical procedure in this

method is greatly simplilied.

iteration Techniques for Nonlinearity
·

ln Eq. 5.19, [K,],+„ and [K],„.„ are functions of {H„},„.„. Thus Eq. 5.19 is nonlinear and

requires an iteration technique to handle the nonlinearity numerically. The existing iteration

techniques can be separated into two categories. One is called the direct iteration method,

. e.g., the Picard method, and the other is the tangent method, e.g., the Newton-Raphson’s

method. The direct iteration method is simple in numerical operation but ineflicient in con-

vergence when compared with the tangent method.

ln a multiphase immiscible tlow problem, nonlinearities arise due to variations in the tluid

conductivities and the moisture capacities before the equilibrlum state is reached. Because

of these variations, numerical convergence faces dlfticulties in both iteration techniques
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(Huyakorn 1983). Figure 19 shows an example of divergence while using the Picard method.

In this figure, H, is the solution of the present time step t and H"' is the correct solution of the

next time step t + At. H' represents the solution of iteration i. Figure 20 shows an example

of divergence when the Newton·Raphson method is used. ln this ügure, AH is the improve-

ment of the first iteration.

The direct iteration method with some modifications is used in this study. ln Eq. 5.19, the

known terms are {H„},, {0},+,,, and At. The unknown terms [K,],+„ and [K],+,, are required

in order to solve for {H„},.,,,. The iteration starts from the estimated values of

[K,];,.„ and [K];+„ based on {H,,},. The superscript 1 indicates the first iteration. After

{H„}1.,4„ is solved from Eq. 5.19, [K,]§+,, and [K]$+,, are calculated based on

7‘·{Hn}:+A! + (1
_

7‘·){Hn}[

where 2. ls a tuning factor. [K,]f+,, and [K]§+„ are then substituted into Eq. 5.19 and solve for

The iteration continues until

is achieved as the convergence criteria where 6 is some specific fraction. Figure 21 shows

an example of the modiüed direct iteration in which E ls the tuned solution of the first iter-

ation.

Summary

The ünite element formulation is developed via the variational approach. The governing

equations for the water and oil phases are coupled and result in a two·degree-of-freedom

4 problem. A two·noded line element is used for the one—dimensional case and a four-noded
U

quadrilateral element is used ln the two-dimensional case. The backward time integration
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1 [K1 {H„}_= {0} „

/{

1
1 I
1 1

{Q} 1 — — J-'1{

1
/ I

°H2 Ho H••' H1 1-P
{H"}

Figure 19. Example ol dlvergence ln uelng Plcerd method. V
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[K1 <H„} = {Q}

I
{0} — — — — — — — ————

I E I
I l -

I

~· ~··' {H,.}

Flgure 20. Example of dlvergence In ualng Newton-Rapheon method.
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[K] {Hn} = {Q}

{Q}I

g l
I I

Ho Tg, H' {H"}
· Heel

Flgure 21. Example cf convergence In uslng modlfled dlrect lteratlon methpd.
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technique is incorporated in the numerical analysis along with a modiüed direct iteration

procedure for the nonlinearities. —
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C H A P T E R 6
”

Validation for Finite Element Model

Either field data or laboratory test results can be used to validate the developed finite

element model for the multlphase immiscible flow problems. Unfortunately field data are

seldom accessible from any project because of legal problems. This leaves laboratory test

data results as the most readlly accessible form of rellable verification.

Laboratory testing has the decided advantage of greater reliability as the tests are made

under controlled conditions and the parameters are well determined; this provides a check

on the finite element model which may be superior to a field test where unrecognized factors

may have a significant influence.

Fleld data has its advantages. lf tests are conducted in the field then the results are un-

doubtedly better for that particular site than a test conducted in the laboratory where some

of the lnfluences have been removed or altered. The field situation is more complex on ac-

count of the heterogeneous nature of the soll and the corresponding variability of associated

Ü properties. But for purpose of testing a mathematical model it can be successfully argued that
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a numerical evaluation of the model based on controlled conditions is superior to the more

complex situation.

This study uses parameters evaluated form Iaboratory tests for both of the reasons im-

plied above. The tests are usually superior to field tests, and the Iaboratory tests are avail-

able.

The validation procedure used in this study is to estimate the parameters from the results

of one kind of Iaboratory test. These parameters are then used in the numerical model to

predlct the results of the test. lf the mathematical model successfully performs this operation,

then it is used to predlct the results of a different kind of Iaboratory test which utilizes the

same parameters. lf the finite element model successfully performs both of these tasks, then

the formulation of the model is considered to be reliable.

Finite Element Programs

Two computer programs are developed to analyse three-phase immiscible problems.

One is named IMF1D for the one·dimenslonal problem and the other is called lMF2D for the

two-dimensional problem. The formulation for both of these programs is given in Chapter 5.

A linear two-noded llne element is used in IMF1D and a bllinear four-noded quadrilateral el-

ement is used in lMF2D. The backvvard time integration method and the modified direct iter-

ation method are applied to both of these programs. Flow chart for IMF1D and lMF2D is given

in Appendix B.
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lMF1D vs. Laboratory Test Results

Statlc Test

There are three flow systems used for the static test to estimate the model parameters

a, n, ß„, ß,,, ß„, 8,,, and 8,,,. These flow systems are the alr—water, air·benzene, and

benzene·water system. The soll is the same as discussed in Chapter 4. In the air·water

system, the soll sample ls initially saturated with water. The air, under pressure, is then ap-

plied to the top of the soll sample. ln the air-benzene system, the soil sample is lnltlally sat-

urated with benzene and air pressure is then applied to the top of the soil sample. ln the

benzene·water system, the soll sample ls lnltlally saturated with water. The benzene, under

pressure, ls then applied to the top of the soll sample. A detailed description of the static test

is given in Chapter 4. All the test data are ütted by a single curve which is modelled by an

empirlcal mathematical function with parameters 0., n, ß„, [5,,, [3,,,, 8,,, and 8,,,,. Table 4 gives

the parameters estimated from three static tests, the air·benzene, alr—water, and benzene-

water systems. These parameters are then used as the input data for the flnlte element pro-

gram lMF1D.

The benzene-water flow system is then simulated by the ünite element model for com-

parison. ln Figure 22, the S shape curve represents the experimental results and the circles

are the lMF1D predictions. The excellent match between the predicted and the measured
V

results should not be a surprlse because the comparison is made under static equilibrium

conditions from which the parameters are derlved. This lndicates that the numerical model

is performing satisfactorlly, at least under static equilibrium conditions.
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Table 4. Parameters from eir-water, benzene-water, alr·benzen• systeme.

Model Parameters

a = .054 /cm ß„ = 2.19 5,,,, = 0.

n = 1.80 [3,,,, = 1.85 S,„ = 0.

· 3,,,, = 0.

Fundamental Material Properties

Density of benzene l Porosity of soil Saturated conductivity

p, = 0.88 g/cm° q> = 0.42 K„, = 23.33 cm/hr
K„ = 44.1 cm/hr

Subscript 0 stands for benzene.
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Translent Test

Data on a transient test is available for the p-cymene and water system. ln this transient

test the p-cymene displaces the water. The transient test procedure is given in Chapter 4.

Table 5 gives the parameters estimated from three static test data on the air·p-cymene, air-

water, and water-p-cymene systems. These parameters are used in the finite element pro-

gram IMF1D to predlct the transient immiscible flow behavior.

In this transient test, the inflow of p-cymene should be equal to the outtlow of water at

any time instance. The calculated volumes of both the fluids at different time levels show that

the mass balance is accurately met within the finite element program.

The result predicted by IMF1D and the result of the transient test are shown in

Figure 23. In this figure, the horizontal axis is time in hours. The vertical axis is the outtlow

of water in cm‘. The transient test data are plotted in symbols and the finite element predic-

tion is drawn as a solid line. Only a slight deviation between the tested and the predicted

results is observed at the early time stages. This may be due to the induced instability when

the p-cymene head is suddenly raised at the top of the soil sample and the water head is

dropped simultaneously at the bottom of the soil sample. When these boundary heads are

suddenly changed, the head gradient of p-cymene at the top of the soil sample and the head

gradient of water at the bottom of the soil sample increase and these increases maintain at

_ very high values for a period of time. The corresponding transient flow behavior may not be

adequately modelled by using the parameters estimated under the static equilibrium condi-

tions.

The reasonably good agreement between the predicted and the measured results shows

that the parameters estimated from the static tests work quite well for the transient flow

analysis. Both the mass balance calculated by the IMF1D program and the plotted results
u

clearly validate the finite element formulation and show that the numerical model does follow

the immiscible flow behavior.
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Tablo 5. Parameters lrom alr-water, p·cymene·wat•r, und alr—p·cymen• systeme.

Model Parameters

.a = .054 /cm [3,, = 1.89 8,,,, = 0.

n = 1.82 ß„ = 2.12 S,„ = 0.

5,,,,, = 0.

Fundamental Material Properties

Denstly of p-cymene Porosity of soll Saturated conductivity

p, = 0.86 g/cm° q> = 0.42 K„, = 23.33 cm/hr

K„, = 41.4 cm/hr

Subscript 0 Stands for p·cymene.
F
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IMF2D Validation

The two-dimensional computer program IMF2D is used to simulate the one·dimensional

transient test for validation purpose. This is done by using a column of two-dimensional rec-

tangular elements with a uniform width of 5 cm. The thickness of the element is calculated

such that the cross-sectlonal area of the element is the same as the soll sample. The material
U

parameters and the initial condition used in IMF2D are the same as those used in lMF1D. The

boundary conditions used in IMF2D are shown in Figure 24.
I

Figure 25 shows an excellent match between the IMF2D and lMF1D results for the same

transient test simulation mentloned in the previous section. To further test the IMF2D pro-

gram, the same finite element mesh is used with randomly assigned nodal numbers. ldentical

results are obtained. This validates the two-dimensional finite element program lMF2D.

Seepage
A

Two-dimensional transient test data and field data on three-phase lmmlscible flow are

not available for comparison. In order to further validate the two-dimensional finite element

program lMF2D, an example of seepage through an earth dam is analysed here. This is a

case of unsaturated single-phase flow where water is the only flowing phase. The air phase

is assumed to be atmospheric throughout the earth dam. .

For this example, a homogeneous isotropic earth dam is taken as 40 m wide and 10 m

high with a 2:3 upstream slope and a 1:2 downstream slope as shown in Figure 26. The base ‘

of the earth dam is assumed impervious. The material parameters of this example are given

in Table 6.

The initial water table is assumed at the base of the dam. Suddenly the level of water

on the upstream face is raised to 8 m above the base line while the downstream water table
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Figure 24. Baundnry aandltlans af the nall aalumn used In lMF20.
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Table 6. Parameters used ln the earth dam example.

Model Parameters

a=5/m ß„=2.0 S,„=0.

n = 1.84 ß„ = 2.2 S,„ = 0.

I 8,,,, = 0.

Fundamental Material Properties

Density of oil Porosity of soil Saturated conductivity

p, = 0.8 g/cm3 ep = 0.3 K„, =0.05 m/day
K„ = 0.005 m/day
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ls kept at the baseline level. Figure 26 shows the finite element mesh consisting of 40 ele-

ments and 54 nodes. The initial time step At is taken as 20 days. The program lMF2D is used

to analyse the problem. The oil head at each node is set equal to a constant negative value

(-100 m) such that the oil content is zero and the oil phase is not significantly involved in the

computatlon. Figure 27 shows the computed transient phreatic line at 24 days, 218 days, and
" at the final steady state condition (3124 days). The Casagrande’s graphic solution (Harr 1962)

is shown in dashed line for comparison. The computed steady state phreatic line devlates

only slightly from the Casagrande’s graphic construction. The computed length of the dis-

charge surface is slightly longer than that ofuthe Casagrande’s solution. This example once

again validates the finite element model.

”
Discussion

Factors such as the time step, the iteration technique, the initial condition, and moisture

capacity terms, affect the performance of the numerical model. The effects of these factors

are very difficult to evaluate in a general fashion on account of the complex nonlinearity in-

volved.

Tlme Step

Since the backward method is used in the tlme integration, the time step At affects only

the accuracy but not the stability of the numerical performance. However, the solution may

become less accurate if the time step At is too large, especially in the early time stages. A

rule-of-thumb on choosing a proper time step At is to set Af = L/K, where L is the minimum

length of the finite elements. Figure 28 shows the results of IMF1D using different time steps

to simulate the transient test. lt is observed that using large time steps yields a correct result

after one cycle on a logarithmic time scale. Thus an initial time step At = is suggested
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if only the results after time level T are of interest. This saves much computing time when

long term behavior is desired. ln lMF1D and IMF2D, the time step At is increased by an ar-

bitrary factor DTT for each time step, i.e., Af,+, = At, >< DTT. The value of DTT ls usually set

between 1 and 1.5 in this study.

lteratlon Technique

As mentioned in Chapter 5, a modified direct iteration method is applied to handle the

nonlinearities. A solution can be obtained by carefully choosing'the tuning factor 7„ and the

factor of convergence criterion 6. ln general, using 0.3 S ll. S 0.7 and 6 S 0.05, not more than

10 iterations are sufficient for obtaining a reasonable solution. Table 7 lists some results us-

ing different 7l. values and the resulting required number of iteration for convergence for the

transient test simulation. lt is noted that an acceptable result is obtained even though some

nodal unknowns are not converged during the early time stages. '

lnltlal Condition

lt is noticed that the initial condition of each fluid phase affects the convergence espe-

cially during the early time stages. Table 8 lists some results of different initial conditions and

the required number of iterations for convergence on a hypothetical transient flow problem.

This hypothetical problem is similar to the laboratory transient test except that the initial

condition is different. A reasonable assumption on the initial condition ls that each fluid phase

is under equilibrium conditions, i.e., initlally there is either no flow or only steady-state flow.

For a problem with initial conditions satisfying the above assumption, stability is well main-

tained in the early time stages.
W
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Table 7. Tuning factor and required number of iteratlona. '

Tuning factor Number of iteration Time (hour)
7. to converge At = .01

.01

.02

.03

.05

.09

.11

14 .01
8 .02
7 .03
6 .05
3 .09
2 .11

.7 10 .01
11 .02

7 .03
5 I .05
3 .09
2 .11
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Table 8. Inltlal condltlon and required number of lteratlone.

Initial condition Number of iteration Time (hour)
to converge At = .01

14 .01
8 .02
7 .03
6 .05
3 .09
2 .11

Linear 14 .01
8 .02
6 .03
6 .05
3 .09
2 .11

Random 16 .01
6 .02
9 .03
7 .05
4 .09
2 .11
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Effect of Parameters a and n

There are mainly two basic parameters a and n involved in the constitutive model. To

study the effect of these two parameters, the same transient test discussed before is analysed

by changing a and n. Figures 29 and 30 show the effects of variations in a and n by zi: 10%

respectively. The parameter n shows a larger effect than does a. This can be justified by

examining Eq. 4.6 or Eq. 4.8

— .. L
Sw = [1 + (ß„,uh„)”] 1+ v [4.8]

in which the parameter n appears as a power. The scaling factor ß and the parameter a ap-

pear along with the capillary head h„, within the parentheses in the above equation. They

should have the same effect.

Effect of Number of Elements

To evaluate the effect of spatial discretization on the accuracy of the numerical results,

° transient test simulations are carrled out using 5-, 8-, 11-, and 17-element meshes. The initial

time step Af is 0.001 hr with the increasing factor DTT 1.1. Figure 31 shows a significant dif-

ference between simulations for 5-element and 11-element meshes but very little difference

' between 11- and 17-element solutions. lt is concluded that the 11-element mesh is optimum

for this specific transient test simulation.

Summary
‘

The flnite element program lMF1D is validated by comparing the computed results with

both static and transient test data. The two-dimensional program lMF2D is verified by com-
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parison with the program lMF1D simulating the same problem. An example of seepage

. through an earth dam is presented which further validates program IMF2D. The effects of the

time step, the iteration technique, the initial condition, and the model parameters are dis-

cussed. Suggestions for choosing the proper time step and tuning factor for iteration are

presented. _
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C H A P T E R 7

Application Problems

The finite element program lMF2D developed in this study is very general and can be

applied to field problems of three-phase fiow involving air, organic fiuid and water. A com-

monly occurring problem and which is of the most interest to this study is the groundwater

contamination due to leaking buried fluid storage tanks. In chemical and oil industries many

- different types of fluids are stored in steel tanks buried underground. Most of the organic

fluids are immiscible with water. Due to aging and corrosion these tanks are worn out and

leak. It is estimated (Edwards 1985) that as many as 350,000 of the nation’s approximately 1.2

million service station tanks may be leaking by 1987. However, there is no case history with

any scientific observation available now in the literature. For this purpose, it is proposed in

the next phase of this research study that a large scale laboratory model test with controlled

monitoring system are done. This laboratory model is expected to be built in the next two

years. This will yield valuable information on the validity of the application of the finite ele-
‘ ment program lMF2D to a field problem. Here a typical field problem involving a leaking

buried fluid storage tank is analysed to study the immiscible flow behavior. The effects of the
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soil properties and the initial and boundary conditions imposed on both the oil and water

phases are to be discussed.

Problem Description

The oil tank is 10 m wide and 2 m deep buried below the ground surface. The oil leaks

from the bottom of the tank which is assumed to be fully tilled up to the ground level all the

time. The soil domain considered is 210 m wide and 16 m deep with an impervious base as

shown in Figure 32 where the horizontal scale is 10 m/cm and the vertical scale is 5 m/cm.

There are 11 cases studied ln this chapter involving 7 different porous materials. The

impervious base ls taken as the datum for all the cases.

The material properties and the model parameters for the capillary function and tluid

conductivlties are assumed based on experimental data available (van Genuchten 1980,

Parker et al. 1985). Also, at this stage, the Iaboratory data done for this study are the air-

benzene-water and air-p·cymene-water systems with a· sandy material as described in Chap-

ter 6. Table 9 gives the material properties and model parameters used in all the cases. The

major dlfferences in Cases 1-3 are the fluid conductivlties K and parameter a. These differ-

ences correspond to a clayey soll in Case 1, a silty soil in Case 2, and a sandy soil in Case

3. Among Cases 4-7 the tluid conductivlties are different. Cutoff walls of various depths are

used in Cases 8-11.

Cases 1 and 2

Case 1 is the study of a clay medium whereas in Case 2 the medium is~silt. The tinite

element mesh consists 140 elements and 169 nodes as shown in Figure 33(a). This mesh is

chosen alter a comparison is made with the result from a ltiner mesh of 180 elements. The

comparison of results shows no signiticant difference and indicates that a mesh of 140 ele-
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ments is sufficient for this problem. ln cases 1 and 2 the initial condition lmposed for the oil

phase is that the total head H, = — 1 m such that the oil saturatlon, 5,, ls initially zero

throughout the domain. The boundary conditions for the oil phase are all natural boundaries,

l.e., no flow conditions, except at the bottom of the tank (see Figure' 33(a)) where the total

head of the oil phase ls equal to 12.8 m which is equivalent head of water taking into account
_

of the density of the oil. The total Ahead of water is 16 m at the left boundary (CD) and 8 m at

the right boundary (EF) for t 2 0. The initial water table is 16 m at left (CD) and Iinearly de-
'

creases to 8 m at right (EF). Due to the low fluid conductivities in Case 1 (clay), the oil plume

moves very slowly. The predicted oil plumes at 446, 1250, and 2910 days are plotted in

Figure 34. The intensity of dots in this figure denotes the oil saturatlon ranging from 0.2 to 0.

The predicted oil plumes at 446, 1250, and 2910 days in case 2 (silt) are shown in Figure 35.

In this figure the density of dots represents the oil saturatlon ranging from 0.5 to 0. The vari-

ation of oil saturatlon at an element A (see Figure 33(a)) in case 2 is given ln Figure 36. The

oil saturatlon is 0.076 at 446 days and gradually increases to 0.312 at 2910 days.

Figures 37 and 38 show the variations in flow quantities of the whole soll domain for both

oil and water phases in Cases 1 and 2 respectively. ln these two figures, the oil content keeps

on increasing with time. This is due to the assumption that the oil tank is fully fllled all the

time. ln other words, there is a constant oil total head lmposed at the bottom of the leaklng

tank. For water phase, the water content in Case 1 increases initially up to about 1600 days

and then decreases. ln Case 2 it increases up to 132 days and then decreases. At 1250 days,

a net decrease of total water content is observed.

These observed behavior can be explained mathematically and physically. lnitlally the

water pressure head ls h,,,, a negative number, at a particular element above the water table.

Since the oil phase is absent initially (5, = 0), the corresponding effective saturatlon of the

water phase 5,, of that element ls calculated by Eq. 4.6

§,„ = [1 + (¤n,„,)"]"* $7[4.6]VII

Application 101 ·
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where h„ = — h,. As oil starts to flow, h, increases. At a certain period of time (depending

on the soll type and element location), 0 > h, > h„ and h,„, = h, — h„. The corresponding §,„
‘

of this particular element is calculated by Eq. 4.8

=T„ =

[1Notethat §„ calculated from Eq. 4.8 may greater than that from Eq. 4.6 if ah„ > ßg^'ah,„ or

h„ > ß3"'h•«·

Physically speaking, the spreading of oil phase occupies the larger part of a pore. When

the remaining part of the pore becomes small enough to hold water under a higher capillary

head which is inversely proportional to the pore size, the wetting phase, water, can then be

raised to a higher elevation than its initial elevation. Thus, for a certain period of time, some

elements experience an increase not only on S, but also S,. This leads to an increase of water

content of the whole soil domain as shown in Figures 37 and 38. The different flow behaviors

between Case 1 and Case 2 are mainly due to the assumed larger pore size in silt than that

in clay.

Case 3

This is the case of a sandy material with the properties and parameters given in

Table 9. Because of the high fluid conductlvities of oil and water in sand the oil plume moves

toward right very fast. The right boundary (EF in Figure 33(a)) should be far away from the

leaking tank such that the assumed natural boundary condition for the oil phase at right

boundary does not significantly affect the flow behavior at the time level of analysis. There-

fore, in this case the soil domain is modified and the finite element mesh is shown in

Figure 33(b) with 140 elements and 169 nodes.
I

The initial water table is assumed 14.5 m at the left boundary (C’D') and linearly de-

creases to 6.48 m at the right boundary (E’F’). This corresponds to the same condition as in
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the previous cases 1 and 2. The boundary condition for water phase is 14.5 m at left and 6.48

m at right which is a close approximation of the water phase boundary conditions in Cases 1

and 2. The initial and boundary conditions for oil phase are kept the same as in the previous

cases. ‘

~
The predicted oil plumes at 166, 305, and 572 days are shown in Figure 39 with the in-

tensity of dots denoting the oil saturation ranging from 0.9 to 0. Because of the high fluid

conductivities and larger pore size in this case, the oil plume moves much faster and the oil

saturation is higher than those in Cases 1 and 2. ln this case, the oil plume at 572 days (see

Figure 39) spreads wider than the oil plume at 2910 days in Cases 1 and 2 (see Figures 34 and

35).

Case 4

This case is exactly the same as Case 3 except that the initial water table is raised to 16

m at left boundary and linearly decreased to 8 m at right boundary. This means that the water

table is much close to the tank. The boundary conditions imposed for water phase are also

changed to 16 m at left and 8 m at right. All the conditions for oil phase are the same as in

case 3.

The predicted oil phase plumes at 166, 572, and 1070 days are shown in Figure 40 with

the intensity of dots denoting the oil saturation ranging from 0.8 to 0. Due to the raised initial

water table and the imposed water boundary conditions, the oil plumes spread considerably

slower than those in Case 3. At 572 days, the oil plume penetrates 4 m below the ground

surface in Case 4 while it is 11 m deep in Case 3.

An interesting phenomenon is observed in this case. Variations in saturation of the oil

phase at two elements A and B are shown in Figure 41. The locations of elements A and B

are given in Figure 33(b). The oil plume is seen to reach element A at 300 days. Oil satu-

ration continuously increases to 0.56 at 750 days and then decreases. That is, initially the oil

phase displaces the water phase at element A, and then the water phase starts to displace
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the oil phase. This is due to the differences in the fluid conductivities and densities between

the water and oil. In this case the effect of fluid conductivities appears faster than that of

densities while in Cases 1 and 2 the fluid conductivities are low and the effect of densities

dominates the flow behavior. A similar situation is observed at element B which is located

further away from the leaking tankthan element A. The oil plume reaches element B at about

350 days and the peak of oil saturation, 0.67, occurs at 1000 days. The ünal oil saturation at

element B is higher than that at A since the water table decreases toward the right boundary

and elements A and B are at the same elevation.

Case 5

This case is similar to Case 4 except that the saturated fluid conductivity of oil phase K„
l

is 2 m/day which is higher than the saturated fluid conductivity of water phase K„, , 1.5 m/day.

The predicted oil phase plumes at 166, 572, and 1070 days are shown in Figure 42 with the

intensity of dots denoting the oil saturation ranging from 0.8 to 0. Since the fluid conductivity

of water is less than that in Case 4, water presents a higher resistance when displaced by oil.

Furthermore, the oil conductivity is higher than that in Case 4, the density effect appears faster

than it does in Case 4. These make the oil plumes spreading slower and penetrating less in

depth compared with Case 4. Also noticed is that the oil phase does not spread toward up-

stream while in Case 4 the oil phase reaches about 10 m upstream at 1070 days. The behavior

shown in the previous case 4 for elements A and B is not observed in this case.

Cases 6 and 7 .

In these two cases, the effect of anisotropic fluid conductivities are studied. For the water

phase, the saturated conductivities Km is 2 m/day in both cases and KW, is 1 m/day in Case

6 and .5 m/day in Case 7. For the oil phase, K,,,„ is 1.5 m/day in both cases and Km is 0.75

m/day in Case 6 and .375 m/day in Case 7. The other properties, parameters, and conditions
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~
are the same as in Case 4. The predicted oil phase plumes at 166, 572, and 1070 days are

shown in Figures 43 and 44 for Cases 6 and 7 respectively, The intensity of dots denotes the

oil saturation ranging from 0.8 to 0 in both cases. Again, a slower and shallower spreading

of the oil phase is observed in this case. This is due to the lower fluid conductivities in the

vertical direction for both the oil and water phases. There is no oil spreading toward upstream

as in Case 5. The slower oil phase spreading toward downstream is due to the coupled effect

of the fluid conductivities in the vertical and horizontal directions even though the horizontal

fluid conductivities are the same as those in Case 4.

Cases 8, 9, 10, and 11

ln all these four cases a sandy medium is assumed. A cutoff wall is built adjacent to the

leaking tank at the downstream side in Cases 9, 10, and 11. The function of the cutoff wall is

to present a high resistance to the oil phase without blocking the water flow significantly. The

material properties of the cutoffwall (see Table 9) is similar to those of the lower porous stone

used in the Iaboratory transient test. The porous stone is made of fine copper partlcles. lt

presents a very high oll entry pressure such that the oil phase does penetrate through under

the applied pressure. On the other hand, water can flow through the porous stone without

facing significant resistance. Thus the function of the cutoff wall is to present a high resistance

to the oil phase without blocking the water flow significantly. The cutoff wall is 1 m thick. The

depth of the cutoff wall is 4 m, 6 m, and 8 m deep in Cases 9, 10, and 11, respectively, while _

there is no cutoff wall in Case 8. The material properties and model parameters for these four

cases are given in Table 9. The initial and boundary conditions are the same as in Case 4.

The finite element mesh used in these cases is shown in Figure 33(c).

For comparison, the predicted oil plumes at 166, 572, and 1070 days in each case are

shown in Figures 45, 46, and 47, respectively, with the oil saturations ranging from 0.8 to 0.

There is practically no difference in oil plumes among these four cases at 166 days. As time

goes on, the oil phase spreads beyond the cutoff wall at 572 days in Case 9 (4 m deep wall)
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and at 1070 days ln Case 10 (6 m deep wall). There ls no oil spread beyond the cutoff wall in

Case 11 (8 m deep wall) during the time period of analysis.
”

lt ls worth to note that the initial water table ls only 2.67 m (H, = 13.33 m) below ground

level at the location of cutoff wall. Due to the characteristic of multiphase flow, the oil phase

penetrates downward to a depth about 8 m below ground surface. A cutoff wall with a depth

less than 8 m does slow down the spreading of the oil phase, as demonstrated in Cases 9 and

10. However, ln order to fully prevent the leaking oil from spreadlng, a 8 m deep wall is re-

quired for this specific case.

Summary

A leaking buried storage tank subjects to different soll conditions as well as initial and

boundary conditions is analysed. The predicted spreading of the oil plume is presented at

different time levels. The effect of soll type (Cases 1, 2, and 3), water table elevation (Cases

. 3 and 4), and fluid conductlvitles (Cases 4, 5, 6, and 7) are described and discussed. Behav-

iors of the variations of oil saturation in Cases 1, 2, and 4 are described and explained. The

effect of depth of a cutoff wall for preventing the oil phase from spreading is studied.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

This study has been concerned with simulation of the complex behavior of three-phase

immiscible flow through soils. Special features of this study have been the use·of van

Genuchten’s capillary function and Mualem’s model for predicting relative fluid conductivities.

A finite element model has been constructed and validated using Iaboratory tests.

Conclusions

Atmospheric air phase pressure, rigid porous materials and incompressible fluids are the

assumptions made upon deriving the governing differential equations of immiscible flow.

These are sound assumptions in dealing with groundwater contamination problems. The for-

mulation leads to a coupled dlfferential equations to belsolved simultaneously. This is suc-

cessfully accomplished using finite element method.
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The capillary function proposed by van Genuchten (1980) can be applied to three·phase

I

immiscible flow behavior. This has been done for thefirst time in this study.

The model for predicting the relative fluid conductivities in two-phase fiow developed by

Mualem (1976) can be adapted to three-phase immiscible flow. This modified model has been

incorporated for the first time into the finite element formulation for three-phase immiscible

flow.

For a successful culmination of this work it was necessary to evaluate the constitutive

model parameters from laboratory tests. lt was found that the parameters evaluated from

three static tests of two-phase flow systems performed reasonably well in modelling the

three-phase transient flow. The effects of model parameters and fundamental material prop-

erties were examined and showed that delicate laboratory tests are highly desirable.
4

ln the numerical analysis, the effects of the time and spatial discretizatlon were analysed

and a simple rule was proposed for selecting a initial time step which can save much com-

puting effort.

Convergence can be achieved using the modified direct iteration method which is simpler

than the tangent method of iteration in computation.

From the study of simulating the buried leaking oil storage tank, it is concluded that the

cutoff wall should be made of materials with high resistance only to the oil phase flow and
I

should reach a certain depth below the water table. This depth depends on the soil condition,

the water table, and the leaking oil and its head.

The finite element programs lMF1D (one-dimensional) and lMF2D (two·dimensionaI) are

simple in structure but they have proven to be capable of handling severe nonlinearitles in-

volved in three-phase immiscible flow behavior. This study shows that the finite- element

technique has a great potential in analysing this type of flow problems. This study also shows
4

the importance of the analytica! derivation of the governing equations and the experimental

analysis for the constitutive model.
·
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Recommendations

Multiphase immiscible flow behavior is a complex and relatively new subject in

geotechnical engineering. Since it is so new there are many areas requiring further study and

research.
I

In a groundwater contamination problem, the spilled organic fluid may partially dissolve

into the water phase. Also, due fo the changes of pressure and temperature, it may vaporize

and become gaseous phase. Water can also behave in the same manner. Thus the analytical

study should be extended to model this interphase transfer. V

lt is noted that hysterisis in wettlng and drying cycles of the capillary function may have

an effect in some situations. This problem has not been attacked in this study and it is an area

of some interest.

Model parameters cz and n are affected by the pore size and pore size distribution in soils.

Soil samples are commonly disturbed by sampling and transport. Thus some field test tech-

nique for a direct evaluation of these model parameters is highly desirable.

Severe nonlinearities are involved in the governing equations derived in this study. For

this reason iteration techniques become very important as far as efficiency and accuracy are

concerned. Any improvement made in the iteration technique for this specific problem is a

contribution in this field as well as in numerical analysis.
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Explicit Form of Matrices

The explicit form of the matrices [K] and [K,] in Eq.5.7 for the one-dimensional three~

phase immisclble flow are

Kw —K„ 0 0 cw 2c„,„ c,,„,

1
—K„, Kw 0 0 I cw 2c„„, Cwo 2c„,„

[K1 = —- and (KJ = —
( 0 0 1<„ - »<„, 6 2c„,,, 6,,,, 2c„,„ c„

0 0
—

Ko Ko Cow 2Cow Coe 2Coo

The bilinear shape functions [N] and its spatial derivatives [B] are _

1
(1 · S) (1 — 1)

äN1 öN2 öN3 äN,,

1 (1 + S) (1 ' 1) öx öx äx öx
[N] =

T
and [B] = __

(1 + S) (1 + r) ö^/1 GNS 6NS ö^'4
6 ö ö öY Y Y Y
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